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Chapter 1

GOVERNANCE IN A COLONIAL
SOCIETY
________________________________________________

In sharp contrast to what became of the government towards the end
of British colonial rule, governance in the formative years of British
Hong Kong was not a matter of pride for either the colonists or the
British Empire. Immediately after it was founded as a crown colony
in 1843 this easternmost outpost of the British Empire in Asia
attracted few well educated individuals, highly qualified professionals, well-trained administrators or highly respected merchants
not engaged in the opium trade. Most of the Europeans who went to
Hong Kong in the mid-nineteenth century were adventurers, smugglers, merchants dedicated to making a quick profit, and sailors or
soldiers who took discharge in the Orient. Even after the initial
administration had been passed on from Sir Henry Pottinger, a career
soldier who founded the colony, to Sir John Davis, a learned man
known for his scholarship on the Chinese, governance remained a
problem. Indeed, the situation did not improve substantially in the
first two decades of British rule. There were few talents or qualified
professionals among the colonists who could be recruited by the
colonial administration to provide a high standard of government
service.
The candid admission in a weekly newspaper, the Hong Kong
Register, that early colonial Hong Kong was ‘one of the most unenviable transmarine possessions belonging to her most Gracious
Majesty’, Queen Victoria, reflected the prevailing British view of
Hong Kong in its infancy.1 The reputation of this nascent colony did
not improve much in the following decade. In the course of the
1
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second Anglo–Chinese War, The Times still described it in terms of
being ‘always connected with some fatal pestilence, some doubtful
war, or some discreditable internal squabble; so much so that, in
popular language, the name of this noisy, bustling, quarrelsome,
discontented, and insalubrious little island, may not inaptly be used
as an euphonious synonym for a place not mentionable to ears polite.’2
The problems of governance in this British imperial outpost at the
edge of the Chinese Empire were augmented by the non-existence of
an established local elite. In most parts of Queen Victoria‘s steadily
expanding empire, the local elite generally provided a ready-made
network of collaborators that enabled a small number of British
colonists to govern under some form of indirect rule. This did not
apply to Hong Kong in its early years as it was itself originally a
remote part of the Chinese Empire. Before the British arrived Hong
Kong did not have in place either a formal local government or a well
entrenched group of scholar gentry who would, as happened
elsewhere in the Chinese Empire, constitute the local elite and
provide informal government at the sub-county magistrate level. The
rapidly rising Chinese population that followed British occupation
consisted largely of new immigrants. By and large, they came from
neighbouring Guangdong province and were mostly small shopkeepers, labourers, other economic migrants, the destitute, pirates,
and people generally deemed to have come not from an honourable
background. On the whole, respected and wealthy Chinese did not in
this period have any desire to migrate to live under alien rule.
As a result the small colonial administration had to rely in its early
years on ethnic Chinese collaborators who did not initially command
high respect in either the small indigenous or the much bigger
immigrant Chinese community.3 Their collaborators were Chinese
who ‘chose to follow the British to Hong Kong, which offered
lucrative opportunities for collaboration’.4 They only emerged as the
local elite after they had profited from the collaboration and acquired
the means to rise above the labouring class.
In short, the challenge the colonial administration had to face was
to get a few poorly trained or unqualified administrators to provide a
decent level of governance in a multicultural, multiethnic and largely
transient society. It had to govern the Chinese community as well
because the latter could not be left to its own local elite. These
demands were made more difficult because the hope that Hong
2
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Kong would turn into a prosperous port supporting British trade in
China did not materialize quickly. This meant that the colonial
government had to operate within severe financial restraints, for it
was financially dependent on the British Treasury for a subsidy and
was therefore subject to tight Treasury control. Importing experienced and able administrators from Britain or elsewhere within the
British Empire to rectify this situation was not an option, except at
the top level. Governance in the first two decades of British rule had
to operate within these constraints.
Managing the expatriate community
The number of expatriate British residents in Hong Kong was small,
and merely increased from 158 when the British first took possession
in 1841 to 618 in 1847.5 It did not exceed 1000 in the first decade of
British rule and only got near 2000 in 1860. Despite their small
number their assertiveness meant that they formed the focus of
attention of the tiny colonial administration. The main driving force
behind the British mercantile community’s political activism was
self-interest.
As a new colony, Hong Kong needed to raise an income locally to
support government services and development, and to build a basic
infrastructure. Although it already received a subvention from the
British Treasury and would continue to do so for almost two
decades, its nature as an imperial outpost rather than a settlement
colony gave the colonists justifiable grounds to argue that it should
receive a significant subsidy from the imperial government. The case
of the expatriate mercantile community was that since Hong Kong
was founded primarily as a military and naval station to support
imperial interests connected with the whole of the China trade rather
than to serve their local interests, the British government should pay
a significant proportion of the cost of maintaining this imperial
outpost.6 Armed with such an argument they petitioned the home
government in 1845 to call for some form of municipal selfgovernment so that they could better resist Governor Davis‘s attempt
to raise local revenue by introducing rates.7
The British government rejected the mercantile community’s
requests. Secretary of State for the Colonies William Gladstone ruled
that since Hong Kong was occupied ‘solely and exclusively with a
view to commercial interests’ the introduction of rates and other
3
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measures to enable the colonial government to raise revenue locally
to finance the administration was justified.8 This put an end to the
colonists’ immediate demand for municipal self-government. It did
not, however, change the political reality. It was the British colonists
not the Chinese community that could secure the attention of metropolitan Britain and thus the focus of the colonial administration.
To put in perspective the nature of governance in early colonial
Hong Kong it is important to recognize that both the colonial society
and the government were very small. The expatriate community
numbered in the hundreds and the administration consisted of about
50 officials in its first decade.9 Thus, despite the grand title of certain
offices and references to colony-wide interests, governance and
administration of justice among the expatriates closely resembled
that of a very small township. Thinking of Hong Kong as a crown
colony being run by His Excellency the Governor, supported by his
Executive and Legislative Councils and a civil service in the capital
city of Victoria, gave a distorted picture of what colonial life and
politics were like in the mid-nineteenth century. The colonial
community of expatriates in the infancy of Hong Kong was in fact so
small that everyone could have known everybody else had they not
been divided by strict class barriers. Colonial society in the early
decades of British Hong Kong was characterized by the politics of a
small community, with all the pettiness, interlocked interests,
personal feuds, jealousy and rivalries this entailed. These were
exaggerated by the claustrophobic environment of this small island
outpost, the inflated egos of officials intoxicated by their grandiose
titles, and by the colonists whose sense of superiority vis-à-vis the
local Chinese cultivated arrogance and pomposity.
The contempt in which a learned man like Governor Davis held the
merchants, who were almost all birds of passage associated with the
opium trade, was unsurprisingly reciprocated. They detested him
and when he left office in 1848 members of the mercantile community ignored him.10 The animosity that existed between some
senior officials and merchants was relatively mild compared with the
intensity of hatred and feud that existed among some top officials.
Governor Davis forced his colonial treasurer Robert Montgomery
Martin to leave office and Hong Kong because the latter not only
took a despondent view of the future of the colony but also sought to
appeal over the governor’s head to London to advocate abandoning
4
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Hong Kong in favour of the more northern island of Zhoushan.11 A
quarrel between Davis and the first Chief Justice J. W. Hulme, which
originated over the duration of leave that Hulme had allocated
himself, eventually turned into a long-running feud and contest of
will. The result was Davis resigning from his office after unsuccessfully seeking Hulme’s removal by accusing the latter of habitual
drunkenness though he could not prove it.12
The intense politics of personal rivalries was not the preserve of
Governor Davis‘s tenure. Almost two decades from its founding,
similar discord in high office continued to cause havoc within the
administration. Hong Kong again lost two top level officials in quick
succession after they locked horns. They were Attorney General T.
Chisholm Anstey and Registrar General Daniel Caldwell.13 They
served under Governor Sir John Bowring, another learned man who
made himself so unpopular among the colonists that his departure in
1859 was greeted with silence and disregarded by the colonists. Early
colonial Hong Kong did not produce an environment conducive to
efficient administration or team work within the government.
The smallness of the expatriate population and lack of fully
qualified professionals meant that the line between public service
and private practice was often blurred. What today would be
deemed basic requirements for good practices were simply unaffordable in early colonial Hong Kong. The lack of officers with
adequate command of the Chinese language meant that for years the
assistant superintendent of police had to act as the interpreter in
court for ‘cases that he and his network of informants had played a
leading role in bringing to court’.14 The inherent conflict of interest in
such a practice made a mockery of any modern principle of good
governance or administration of justice.
Even at the highest level in the administration of justice, a shortage
of qualified barristers meant that a leading barrister with a private
practice, W. T. Bridges, was at different times in the 1850s appointed to
serve as both attorney general and colonial secretary.15 While allowing the attorney general to run a private practice was also allowed in
England at the time, in a small community like Hong Kong it allowed
questions to be raised about the loyalty and integrity of the barristers
concerned. This and other efforts to maximize the value of the
limited supply of qualified human resources affected the quality of
both governance and the independence of the judicial officers.
5
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Indeed, the personal integrity of senior officials in early colonial
Hong Kong was not beyond reproach. Some were known to have
speculated in land, taken bribes, colluded with opium farmers or
been involved with criminals guilty of extortion and piracy. They
included individuals who reached the higher echelons of government like Administrator of the Colony A. R. Johnston, Lieutenant
Governor William Caine, Colonial Secretary W. T. Bridges, Registrar
General Daniel Caldwell, and Police Superintendent Charles May.16
Such personal failings of senior officials neither contributed to good
governance nor enhanced the prestige and credibility of the colonial
administration.
Given its small expatriate population, what made early Hong Kong
more than a village or little township was its rapidly expanding
Chinese population. Although the original Chinese inhabitants at the
time of the British occupation in 1841 numbered roughly 7500 they
were quickly outnumbered by a steady influx of immigrants or
temporary workers.17 By 1847, the Chinese population had reached
20,000; it had grown to almost 90,000 by 1860, but then, with the
acquisition of Kowloon peninsula, shot up dramatically to almost
120,000 within a year.18 This expanding Chinese population not only
provided the manpower to build a new city-state but also generated
many of the economic activities and much of the revenue to sustain
the colonial government. In 1855, for example, among 1999 residents
who paid rates at or above £10, 1637 were Chinese, while 410 out of
772 who paid rates at or above £40 were Chinese.19 Although the
rapid expansion of the Chinese community was what really enabled
Hong Kong to become financially independent and therefore a
sustainable colony, it was the expatriate community that continued
to receive the overwhelming attention of the administration.
Governing the local Chinese
Despite Hong Kong having been founded as a free port to which
people of all nationalities were welcomed, there was little mixing
between the expatriate and Chinese communities. By and large,
Chinese and non-Chinese chose to live among their own people as
the language and cultural gaps between them were substantial.
While the parallel existence of the two communities was generally
peaceful, the modality of contact between them did pose challenges
to good governance and to the administration of justice.
6
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In the mid-nineteenth century, the relationship between an expatriate colonist and a Chinese person was an unequal one. The fact that
the vast majority of Chinese who lived in British Hong Kong had
little direct dealings with the expatriates did not change this reality.
The overwhelming majority of those who had regular contact with
members of the expatriate community did so as the latter’s servants
or employees for menial jobs. A tiny minority of the successful
Chinese served as compradors in expatriate owned firms and were
charged with dealing with their employers’ Chinese trading partners,
subcontractors and menial employees. Even though some
compradors became highly successful and a few built fortunes that
rivalled those of their expatriate employers within a generation, their
relationship with their employers was still not that among peers. In
its early years as a colony, Hong Kong did not have laws that
discriminated against the Chinese, but there was never any doubt
that the British colonists saw themselves as superior to the Chinese.20
Discrimination against the local Chinese by the expatriates was so
much taken for granted in this early stage of British Hong Kong that
no thought was given to providing a legal basis.
For the expatriate community and colonial government, those
Chinese who were not in their employ but occasionally came into
contact with them were generally treated as actual or at least potential troublemakers. The main causes for contact beyond the provision
of service were related to crimes or a breach of the law. Although it
was extremely rare for a Chinese person to commit a crime against a
European, the Chinese were widely seen as primarily responsible for
crimes against expatriate-owned property.21 The Chinese also fell
foul of the law as some of the activities they practised regularly were
proscribed by law under the British. What a Chinese person saw as
an enterprising way of making a living, for example as a street
trader, became unlawful obstruction of a public highway and
unlicensed hawking. In other words, many Chinese were treated as
criminals because some of their normal pursuits had been
criminalized.22 As far as government officials were concerned, the
most likely reason why they would need to contact a Chinese person
was when the latter had violated the law or some government regulations and had to be arrested and brought to the magistrate’s court.
In other words, governance of the Chinese community was seen
largely in terms of maintaining stability and good order among an
7
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alien population that did not fully understand or routinely respect
the law of the land.
Given that the raison d’être behind the founding of Hong Kong was
commercial gain, the British were at first happy to leave local
Chinese to their own devices so long as they did not break the law or
otherwise disturb the peace. Instability or disorder was bad for
business or would at least increase the cost of administration. It was
with this in mind that the colonial government imported the Chinese
social control arrangement known as the baojia system. Chinese
constables appointed for this purpose were made peace officers with
‘the same authorities, privileges and immunities as any constable’23
and subjected to the general oversight of the police magistrate. They
were introduced because the mainly non-Chinese police during
Hong Kong’s formative years were unable to dampen criminal activities among the Chinese population. However, since they had been
abolished by 1861, one must question their effectiveness, especially
since there is little record of their achievements.24
As Chinese peace officers failed to establish themselves as an effective auxiliary to the colonial government, the expanding Chinese
community gradually produced notables to whom other Chinese
increasingly would turn for mediation and arbitration of disputes
among themselves. This was tacitly encouraged by the colonial
administration as it had no interest in taking on settling disputes
among the local Chinese.
Important local leaders in the early days like Loo Aqui and Tam
Achoy had generally profited from working for the British in
founding Hong Kong, or made fortunes as compradors or in the
entrepôt trade.25 They were not just British collaborators, but differed
from traditional Chinese leaders because of their humble and nongentrified backgrounds.26 Loo, for example, was a Tanka, a kind of
outcast boat people, which would normally have stopped him
becoming established as a leader of the local Cantonese. Since Hong
Kong did not have an established scholar-gentry class, the wealth
Loo amassed from provisioning the British put him in a position to
try to rise above his lowly origins.27
People like Loo and Tam came to be accepted as community
leaders after they used their personal wealth to support local good
causes. The landmark development in this connection was the
building of the Man Mo Temple on Hollywood Road in the heart of
8
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the Chinese community in 1847. As a temple it was dedicated to the
deities for the fortunes of men seeking advancement through the
Chinese imperial examinations, and for loyalty and righteousness
particularly among warriors. But it was much more than just a
temple for the local Chinese. It quickly ‘became the main social centre
for Hong Kong’s Chinese population, regardless of their regional or
occupational affiliation’.28
By the start of the 1850s the temple administrators had evolved into
a de facto local governing board among the Chinese. They ‘secretly
controlled native affairs, acted as commercial arbitrators, arranged
for the due reception of mandarins passing through the Colony,
negotiated the sale of [Chinese] official titles, and formed an
unofficial link between the Chinese residents of Hong Kong and the
Canton Authorities’.29 With neither the wish nor resources to get
deeply involved in governing the local Chinese, the colonial government gave benign blessings to this state of affair.
While the local leadership that sprang up around the temple
enabled Chinese locals to enjoy de facto self government in most
everyday affairs, it did not absolve the colonial government of
normal policing and public order functions. This was because law
and order were matters of serious concern to the expatriate community on which the colonial government focused its attention.
When local Chinese broke colonial laws or regulations, they were put
before the police magistrate or, in more serious cases, the Supreme
Court. Lack of resources, particularly honest officials with sufficient
command of the Chinese language to communicate with local
Chinese brought in front of the executive or judicial authority, posed
a major problem. The relationship between the British governors and
the Chinese residents could not be put on a satisfactory footing as
neither could communicate effectively with the other.
Institutional inadequacies
The quality of governance the Hong Kong government could offer its
residents towards the end of its first two decades of rule was thus
very low by the standards of the late-twentieth century, when the
Union flag was finally lowered for the last time. The meaning of
good governance had also changed over this century and a half.
While the government saw meeting the needs of the local Chinese,
who always constituted the overwhelming majority of the popu9
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lation in Hong Kong, as its primary task towards the end of the
twentieth century, its predecessor did not do so.
In the nineteenth century the colonial government looked at the
Chinese community largely in terms of maintaining law and order
and of securing an important source of public revenue through the
imposition of rates and other licence fees. Likewise, to the local
Chinese, who were used to the traditional Chinese political practice
and unfamiliar with modern British concepts, good governance
under alien rule meant good order, non-intrusive administration or
enforcement of government regulations, low taxation and scope for
them to do whatever they could to earn a living.30 Indeed, even in the
United Kingdom, which took a leading part in introducing a
professional modern civil service, the mid-nineteenth century was a
turning point. In the first part of this century, government offices
were still as a general practice, ‘shared out [to] the correctly named
“offices of profit under the Crown”‘.31 This was hardly surprising
since it was normal in preindustrial states for individuals to go ‘into
government service in order to make money out of it’.32 The idea of a
selfless and devoted modern civil service was only germinating in
the early part of the nineteenth century in Britain. It was therefore
unexceptional that in Hong Kong, neither the colonial government
nor the local Chinese saw their relationship as one between government and citizens.
The inadequacies in governance that existed in mid-nineteenth
century Hong Kong were of not much concern to local Chinese
primarily interested in being left alone to make a living. They did not
think that airing their grievances would reduce abuse by government
officials or members of the expatriate community. The colonial
government and its magistrates were in any event inherently discriminatory in their dealings with the Chinese. The saving grace for
the local Chinese was that the smallness of the administration and
the lack of will to interfere in the daily affairs of the local Chinese
meant that the government was not generally oppressive. This
applied particularly when the failings of the colonial administration
were compared with those that prevailed across the border in
Guangdong province.33 Given that stability and good order prevailed
and most Chinese were allowed to go about their own affairs as best
as they could, they were not dissatisfied with the standard of governance, such as it was.
10
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The institutional inadequacies that existed were largely a matter
that interested the colonial administration but not the colonists, for
most members of the expatriate community were part of the colonial
establishment and thus enjoyed ready access to the government.
What was inherently unsatisfactory to the government was the
inability of its higher echelons to communicate directly with the
overwhelming majority of the population – the Chinese. The problem
was summed up in the remarks of Governor Bowring: ‘We rule in
ignorance, they obey in blindness.’34
As revealed in the case laid against Daniel Caldwell, the Chinese
speaking registrar general who had previously played crucial roles as
a police officer and the chief interpreter for the police and the courts,
the administration’s heavy reliance on a handful of individuals who
happened to know the Chinese language provided wide scope for
the abuse of power.35 Caldwell was appointed the first protector of
the Chinese in conjunction with his office as registrar general because
Governor Bowring was keen to reduce the abuses the expatriate
community perpetuated against the local Chinese. With so much
power being concentrated in his hands by virtue of his monopolistic
command of the Chinese language at a high level of government,
Caldwell could not resist the temptation. He used his office to give
patronage to one of the most notorious local pirates Wong Machow
and otherwise used his position to further his personal gains. In the
Wong case, Caldwell’s patronage ‘invested him with immense
power’ so much so that Wong became ‘a terror to the bulk of the
community, and tyrannized over the lower orders of Chinese,
without their daring to complain’ as Caldwell was the only channel
by which they could do so.36 With the government’s relations with
the majority of the people at the mercy of a man whose personal
integrity was not beyond doubt, good governance for Hong Kong as
a colony was more an aspiration than a reality.
By the end of the 1850s, when social tension was at times raised as
a result of the second Anglo–Chinese War (1856–60), as during the
trial of the leading Chinese baker who was alleged to have attempted
to poison the entire expatriate community, Hong Kong had recognized the need to ameliorate this institutional inadequacy. Governor
Bowring considered a positive development would be the recruitment into the colonial government of able, well-educated young
officers who could be groomed to become competent administrators
11
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able to communicate with the local Chinese community. But he was
unable to push for such a reform, for he was not an effective
governor and the Treasury control over Hong Kong’s finance meant
he did not have a lot of scope for increasing public expenditure.37
The Hong Kong government had muddled through its first two
decades without an adequate means of communicating with the bulk
of the local population. This was an undesirable state of affairs that
needed to be rectified, particularly once the local economy was doing
sufficiently well to allow the government to seek a remedy. As
British Hong Kong entered its third decade, the colonial government
started to search for a new modality of government. This started in
response to the needs of the time but ended up being the beginning
of a long search for good governance.

12

Chapter 8

MEETING THE CHALLENGES OF
MODERNITY
__________________________________________________

Despite the colonial administration believing in the idea of a small
government its span of control and general scope of responsibilities
in fact expanded steadily in the postwar era. Part of this expansion
was the result of the rapid growth of population. From 1950 to 1990,
the local population increased by roughly a million every decade.
The more dramatic increase happened in the earlier part of this
period when the population doubled from two million in 1950 to
four million in 1970. It meant the government had to increase in size
just to keep up with discharging its established duties. Advancing
modernity also required the Hong Kong government to take on new
responsibilities and roles whatever its avowed policy. As Hong Kong
evolved into a modern community its government had to assume
more and more regulatory roles, be they over the banking and
finance sectors or over conditions for workers in factories, or school
curricula. Indeed, despite the government’s policy of not taking
responsibility for social welfare, by 1970 it had already unwittingly
become not only the largest local employer but also the largest
provider of subsidized health services and the biggest landlord of
low cost housing.
By then the old structure of government was clearly under strain.
When the government was much smaller the heavy concentration of
power at the top worked well and efficiently. Top officials could
keep track of most matters, both important policy issues and petty
administrative ones; they made decisions quickly and acted decisively. With the huge expansion of the government machinery in the
139
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quarter century after the Second World War, including the proliferation of departments, the old system suffered severe strain as top
administrators saw their responsibilities expanding exponentially.
The axiom in administration that urgent matters always get attention
before important ones proved only too real in Hong Kong.1 It
stretched the capacity of the old system to its limits.
By 1970 or so, it was reaching a stage when top level officials were
mainly preoccupied with immediate issues and could not find time
to think strategically about important policy matters or plan for a
longer-term timeframe. One of the problems inherent in the system
was that the principal assistant colonial secretaries at the Colonial
Secretariat who on a day-to-day basis coordinated policy and administrative matters with government departments were junior in rank
to heads of departments. It meant that ‘when disagreements arose,
Heads of departments would insist that issues be passed upwards for
decision by the Colonial Secretary or the Financial Secretary or their
deputies, who consequently became overloaded, often with relatively
unimportant matters.’2 Indeed, the government’s capacity to preempt problems was shown to be woefully inadequate by the riots of
a few years earlier. As a result, some kind of reform or reorganization
of the administration was widely seen as desirable. The introduction
of the CDO scheme, examined in Chapter 6, reflected the government’s recognition and acceptance of a need for change.
The McKinsey reforms
A fresh approach to reforming the colonial administration to
improve governance was taken after Murray MacLehose became
governor in late 1971.3 Although the idea of reform was not new, and
MacLehose’s predecessor, David Trench, was willing to introduce
changes, it was MacLehose who brought in a new approach. Instead
of appointing a high level commission of senior or recently retired
civil servants and distinguished citizens in Hong Kong, or requesting
London to appoint a royal commission to review governance, as
would have been the more usual practice in the colonial context,
MacLehose chose to engage a modern firm of management consultants, McKinsey & Company, for this purpose.
MacLehose decided to take this novel approach partly because he
felt a fresh look at the administration would be good for Hong Kong,
and partly because he shared the Foreign Office’s basic mistrust of
140
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the colonial government, which had been nicknamed ‘the republic of
Hong Kong’ during Trench’s governorship. A successful diplomat
who had already served as ambassador to two countries of medium
importance, MacLehose did not expect to be offered the governorship.4 When he accepted the appointment at the age of 52 it was not
unreasonable for him to expect a senior ambassadorial appointment
to crown his career after a five-year tour in Hong Kong. He was
therefore keen not to be seen to have ‘gone native’ by his colleagues
in the Foreign Office. This underlined his decision to engage a
neutral and forward-looking firm of management consultants to
review and improve the government machinery rather than rely on
old established practices in crown colonies.
MacLehose thought it necessary to reform the government machinery not because he deemed the administrative officers or senior
colonial civil servants incompetent but because he found the colonial
bureaucracy an obstacle to the major changes he had in mind.5 When
he returned as governor a decade after he served there on secondment as political adviser he could not but have noticed that the
structure of the administration had remained largely intact. It was a
structure inherited from the Victorian era. It was not an administration ‘attuned to the formulation and implementation of development policies’ nor one that had ‘special capability for sophisticated
forward planning or for anticipating future problems’.6 Seeing himself
as a career diplomat, MacLehose had no sentimental attachment to
the colonial establishment or to administrative officers. Being a
forward-looking man interested in pushing through some social
policies, he concluded it was time the colonial administration were
modernized to improve governance and its capacity to support his
vision of social development.7 As he put it, ‘some of the procedures
and arrangements of work, which are the legacy of history, do seem
to me … to merit re-examination in the light of the greatly changed
conditions of modern Hong Kong including, in particular, the great
expansion in the role and scope of Government.’8
The engagement of McKinsey in 1972 at considerable public
expense caused some unease among administrative officers.9 While
few failed to see the advantage inherent in having the government
machinery and its procedures reviewed from a fresh perspective,
most were sceptical of the employment of a firm of management
consultants for this purpose. It was a break with long-established
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practices. The engagement of a firm of management consultants also
in an important sense hurt the pride of the administrative officers.
Their ‘cardinal importance’ and status as ‘a central lynch-pin in the
exercise and operation of Government’ had long been accepted in
Hong Kong, but this was implicitly questioned by the engagement of
outsiders not renowned for their ability as government administrators even less so in a colonial context.10 It was fundamentally
different from the appointment of a high-level commission of experienced administrative officers from the UK or another commonwealth
country, who would be respected for what they were and their
appointment seen as intending to provide a professional review by a
detached parallel service with no entrenched interest in Hong Kong.
The governor’s decision to engage McKinsey cast a shadow over
whether the elite position of administrative officers would be
sufficiently understood, respected and protected.
Whatever individual senior administrative officers might have
thought of the engagement of McKinsey, they worked with the
consultants to devise reforms that would improve governance without
changing the nature of the political establishment. They cooperated
with McKinsey not only because they were required to do so but also
because they shared the desire to improve governance and wanted to
have their own input,11 which was essential also for ensuring that
their elite position within the government would not be eroded.
McKinsey & Company produced recommendations focused essentially on two different dimensions of the administration. The first
was on making improvements to the existing machinery to make it
operate more efficiently and rationally. They included standardizing
procedures and formats for various government departments to
request resources from the central administration, delegating
authority downward in the Colonial Secretariat and outward to
departments, and extending the use of computers.12 They did not
affect the position and work of the administrative officers directly.
The other dimension was about reorganizing the top echelon of the
administration to ensure better use of human resources and to
strengthen the capacity of the government to plan for the future.
Since administrative officers formed the core of the government,
particularly its higher echelons, these changes affected them directly.
The main McKinsey recommendations in this respect were directed
towards reorganizing the Colonial Secretariat, creating a new
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structure for the secretariat to coordinate, supervising departments
without overloading the few top officials, and building into the new
structure the capacity for longer-term planning in both policy matters
and in the allocation of resources. More specifically, the secretariat
was reorganized into six policy branches and two resource branches,
each headed by a secretary equal in rank to that of a head of a major
government department.13 They took over from the more junior
principal assistant colonial secretaries of the old structure. In setting
up the new branches the old schedules of responsibilities that former
principal assistant colonial secretaries had were rationalized and
redistributed to the appropriate new branches. The new policy
branches were economic services, environment, home affairs, housing, security and social services, whereas the two resource branches
were finance and establishment. In McKinsey’s conception, the
‘policy branches should delegate much of their current day-to-day
administrative load to the departments, and should take on a new
role of ensuring that plans are developed for the major programmes’
so that they would ‘take on a greater responsibility, in conjunction
with departments, for policy formulation’.14 The introduction of
major policy programmes required ‘the setting of overall policy
objectives in major fields for 5–10 years ahead’ and was meant to
remove the scope for department heads in the old system to give low
priority to longer term planning.15 The introduction of annual operating plans was to improve cost effectiveness.16 With regard to
resources, formal plans were meant systematically to ‘identify the
requirements for key resources across the whole of Government, the
means of obtaining them, and their optimum distribution’.17
In devising a new machinery of government, McKinsey worked
closely with senior officials, mostly administrative officers. While it
recommended that ‘senior jobs’ become open to ‘all grades’, including not only the promotion of specialists to head professional
departments but also ending the preservation of certain top positions
for administrative officers, it did not make any recommendation that
challenged the administrative officers’ elite position.18 Instead, it
recognized the value of administrative officers and highlighted that
their shortage was an important impediment to improving the
effectiveness of the government.19 The resulting opening of the
administrative grade at the middle levels to experienced officials of
non-administrative officer background was done selectively and on
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the basis of merit. It enabled the ranks of administrative officers to be
strengthened.20 It did not reduce promotion prospects for administrative officers. On the contrary, the McKinsey reforms created more
senior positions that administrative officers were best placed to fill,
not least at the secretary level.21 More generally, promotion prospects
improved as the number of staff grade posts increased faster than the
growth rate of administrative officers as a whole, which averaged 5
per cent per annum in the decade leading to the McKinsey reforms.22
The McKinsey proposals were in fact neither original nor as
carefully conceived as their drafters presented them.23 The upgrading
of branches at the secretariat to oversee government departments
created confusion and tension in its early days. The creation of a
home affairs branch at the Colonial Secretariat while the old home
affairs secretariat was reorganized into the home affairs department
created ‘a muddle’ in the words of the first new home affairs
secretary Denis Bray. He admitted that this caused problems as the
new director of home affairs Eric Ho ‘naturally wanted to behave like
a head of department and saw no need for the Secretary to peer over
his shoulder all the time’.24 In Bray’s own recollection, ‘fortunately he
was a man I liked, and thought highly of, so we managed affairs
without rancour or poaching on each other’s territory’.25
The ‘most contentious’ McKinsey proposal involving ‘the reorganization of the Secretariat’ was developed into its final form after
Governor MacLehose expressed ‘a positive and dynamic interest’
and ‘asked the Consultants to develop’ it further than their original
suggestions.26 The creation of the new secretary positions amounted
to little more than upgrading the former principal assistant colonial
secretary posts to near the top rank in the civil service and giving
them more resources with which to discharge their responsibilities,
which former principal assistant colonial secretaries had not had the
rank or resources to accomplish hitherto.27
By giving the new secretaries a ‘policy formulation’ role, McKinsey
reflected a failure to understand the proper constitutional position of
senior secretariat offices. Strictly speaking, in the crown colony system that existed in Hong Kong, policy making was the prerogative of
the governor in council, and the secretariat staffs were there only to
assist and advise the governor in council, and to see that its policies
were implemented appropriately.28 They were staff rather than line
officers, though they were regularly involved in deliberations leading
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to the writing of policy papers that would be submitted to the
governor in council for policy decisions. In other words, senior
administrative officers had long been part of the policy-making
process but they were not strictly speaking policy makers. To
accomplish what McKinsey proposed to do in giving the new
secretaries the power to make policy, they would have to be made
members of the Executive Council and, as such, be given departmental portfolios to superintend in a manner similar to that in a
cabinet system. In reality, only a selected few of the new secretaries
were appointed to the Executive Council and they merely took over
those seats previously allocated to heads of major government
departments. Neither the Executive Council nor the secretaries
collectively functioned like a cabinet in the normal sense of the word.
Some of the McKinsey reforms thus resulted in staff officers being
given line responsibilities on dubious constitutional grounds.
Another notable problem created by the McKinsey proposals
regards the legal authority of newly created policy secretaries. Until
various laws were changed, heads of major government departments, not the new secretaries, were the statutory authorities that
represented the government in specific matters. This legal position
was not changed by the government’s adoption of the McKinsey
recommendations and the transformation of them into government
policy. David Jordan, the director for commerce and industry, was
for example mindful that it was his office that was the statutory
authority under the imports and exports ordinance. This meant it
was he who would be held accountable for what his department did,
not the secretary for economic services, who was given the responsibility over the department.29 Likewise, as head of department he
was the budget holder for his department and it was strictly
speaking he, not the ‘superintending’ secretary, who was accountable
to the Treasury and the Legislative Council for the use of public
funds in his department.30 Since he was equal in rank to the new
secretaries and he believed some of the changes McKinsey proposed
were problematic on constitutional grounds, he refused to accept any
direction from the secretary for economic services though he
continued to accept it from the financial secretary, an ex-offico member of the Executive Council.31 Since commerce and industry was one
of the key departments in the government this did not make for an
easy and straightforward implementation of the McKinsey reforms.32
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The personal disapproval of individual senior administrative
officers like Jordan and financial secretary Philip Haddon-Cave did
not, however, lead to a failure of the McKinsey reforms. Most other
administrative officers and heads of department were either unaware
of the constitutional issues involved or willing to proceed on the
basis that implementing the McKinsey reforms was government
policy and ipso facto appropriate. After the teething problems such as
those outlined above were resolved or fudged and secretaries
elevated to a rank senior to heads of major departments, the
McKinsey reforms were made to work.
This happened partly because senior administrative officers just
got on with filling the gaps the McKinsey consultants left behind. A
prime example was the lack of any provision in the McKinsey
scheme to include ‘a more rational system for determining spending priorities’.33 What eventually made the reforms work was the
powerful finance branch ‘buying into the reform agenda itself’,
which made ‘medium-term planning both possible and necessary,
and thereby making the very necessary medium-term management
of the budget possible’.34 This started with the introduction by the
deputy financial secretary, Henry Ching, ‘of a resource allocation
system which dovetailed well with the policy Secretaries’ medium
term programme plans.’35 Indeed, despite his personal feelings
about the McKinsey reforms, Haddon-Cave gave his blessings to
Ching’s initiative. With the chief secretary presiding over debates
on the relative priorities of different programme areas and the
finance branch ‘keeping a tight rein over total forecast public sector
expenditure’ they modernized and rationalized the administrative
structure of the government.36 This also coincided with a period of
rapid growth in government revenue, as Hong Kong’s economy
truly took off. It meant putting at the disposal of the administration
significantly more new resources for meeting the new demands the
old structure simply found itself too strained to meet. It ought to be
recognized that the McKinsey review did not really change the way
the government operated. In an effort to accommodate ‘the
conservatism of the civil service and the negative tenor of most
public comments’ the McKinsey recommendations were in fact
diluted as they were implemented.37 The dilution and adaptations
were essential to the successful modernization of the government
apparatus.
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The most important achievement of McKinsey’s review was to start
modernizing and upgrading the government machinery to enable it
to take on new social and developmental dimensions of government,
for which planning ahead and additional resources were essential.
Opening up top positions in the administration to officials of the
right calibre rather than the desired career background did not harm
administrative officers’ careers, for they formed a meritocracy and
the changes coincided with a dramatic increase in senior posts.
Promotion prospects for the most able administrative officers were in
fact improved rather than harmed by the McKinsey reforms. They
remained ‘the dominant force in [assisting] policy-making’.38
Accountability without democracy
An unintended but nevertheless no less important consequence of
the McKinsey reforms was the creation of an additional layer of
senior positions mostly occupied by top administrative officers. This
is often seen as having facilitated ‘the evolution of a cabinet of some
kind – made up of “political” administrative officers’, who were
‘increasingly expected to act and operate as ministers and ministerial
staff and to be politically more sensitive and responsive to external
political challenges and turbulences’.39 While such an observation
rightly highlights the rising need for top civil servants holding the
office of secretary to play increasingly important political roles, it is
also misleading. It reflects a misunderstanding of what the office of
secretary created by the McKinsey reforms was meant to be. It was
not intended to be the equivalent of a cabinet minister in the
Westminster model, who is expected and required to take political
responsibilities. Instead, the secretaries established after the
McKinsey review were experienced administrators (though not
necessarily administrative officers) who were expected to relieve the
colonial secretary, the financial secretary and their deputies from
coordinating and supervising the work of departments so that they
could engage in strategic planning. McKinsey and the colonial
government never intended the newly created office of secretary to
be held politically accountable. This issue simply did not come up in
the review. Secretaries created as a result of the McKinsey reforms
remained civil servants and were treated by the government as such.
‘Adding’ political roles to secretaries came a decade after the
McKinsey reforms when the community of Hong Kong had changed
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so much that the issue of government accountability had become a
real one. However, it should be recognized that administrative
officers performing line duties had always functioned as political
officers. It is therefore incorrect to describe secretary-level administrative officers as having acquired new political roles in the 1980s.
What was new was that the general public expected to see the
government being held accountable, and it saw secretaries as the top
officials responsible for the policy programmes associated with their
branches.40
The anomaly that senior civil servants, usually holding office as
secretaries, were deemed accountable for government policies by the
general public did not in fact mean they were actually held
responsible for policy failures by the colonial government. What was
being developed in Hong Kong was fundamentally different from
what happened in other British dependent territories when they
transformed their crown colony system into a progressively more
representative form of government. When the general public agitated
for government accountability in British colonies in the latter part of
the twentieth century, the British usually responded by granting selfgovernment steadily with a view to eventual independence. The key
initial change in this process generally involved the adoption of a
‘member system’. This meant selected members of the Legislative
Council would be asked to look after departmental portfolios and
represent them in the legislature and become quasi-ministers. This
marked the introduction of political responsibility to the crown
colony system, and would be followed by further moves towards
developing a full ministerial government – a development normally
paralleled by the advent of political parties and competitive elections.
Full self-government and eventual independence would come in due
course. This direction of development was not attempted in Hong
Kong.41 Its secretaries were not government ministers and were not
required to take ministerial responsibilities.
What was being developed in Hong Kong under MacLehose and
his immediate successor Sir Edward Youde (who was governor from
1982 to 1987) was a system that gave the general public a sense that
the government was accountable and responsive to its views without
making any individual who served in the colonial government personally responsible. In this system there was no question that a
secretary, a mere civil servant, should be asked or expected to resign
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even if a policy integral to the portfolio under his or her remit should
turn out to be a major mistake and need to be retracted.42
The most spectacular example happened in 1984 when the
government’s decision to introduce new licensing requirements for
taxis caused civil disobedience by taxi drivers and a major riot, which
forced the government to retract the new policy. The transport
secretary Alan Scott did attract ‘the brunt of a loud and specific
criticism’ and was deemed responsible for this policy by the general
public.43 However, the government did not hold him politically
responsible for the policy backfiring, for the governor in council
made the policy and Scott was merely the most senior civil servant
tasked to advise the governor in council, prepare the paperwork,
advocate it on behalf of the government in public and see to its
implementation. The retraction from this initiative was also not
based on a decision by Scott but on a decision by the government.
While it has been suggested that Scott was forced out of office
because of the public outcry he was not in fact punished for the
blunder over the taxi licensing requirements and the subsequent
disturbances.44 What did happen was that Scott’s colleagues came to
see him as either ‘damaged goods’ or ‘accident prone’,45 which no
doubt contributed to his decision to move on as governor of the
Cayman Islands in 1987. Whatever his colleagues thought of him,
Scott remained secretary for transport in Hong Kong until the
following year and was made deputy chief secretary in June 1985
after an interval of a month as secretary (special duties) – hardly
evidence of a demotion or punishment.46
The issue here is not one of Scott getting away with it because of
patronage by the governor or British government in London. It is that
in the system that prevailed he, a civil servant, was not politically
responsible for the policy blunder and it would have been unfair for
him to have had to pay the price for the failure of the policy. The
colonial government’s steadfast protection of its top civil servants
might have displeased the general public, but not requiring top civil
servants to take political responsibility or be used as political scapegoats was vital in maintaining their morale and loyalty. It reassured
them, mostly but not exclusively administrative officers, that as long
as they performed their duties to the utmost of their abilities and in
good conscience the government would not allow their professional
careers and reputations to be destroyed for short-term political
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considerations, though demonstrated incompetence or failings could
and did damage the personal reputation of those concerned.
The confusing roles and positions of secretaries arose because the
people and society of Hong Kong came of age and demanded
government accountability but the British government decided that
the usual response in other British colonies – democratization leading
to eventual independence – was not an option in Hong Kong. Unlike
previous generations of Chinese residents of Hong Kong, who were
sojourners in an outpost of an alien empire, an increasing percentage
of Hong Kong’s residents in the 1970s were born and brought up in
Hong Kong. By the 1980s they had formed a majority of the local
population. Unlike their immigrant parents, they developed a sense
of identity, received a modern education that exposed them to
modern Western concepts, and developed stable and relatively
prosperous careers that allowed them the material comfort, leisure
and intellectual capacity to assert their rights as modern citizens.47
They formed an ever expanding modern middle class that was
gaining in civic consciousness. They might remain hesitant about
‘rocking the boat’ because they could see that the existence of a
communist regime in China could result in the extinction of their
cherished way of life, but since the 1970s they increasingly wanted
their voices to be heard and to hold the government accountable for
its policies and their consequences.48 To accommodate their
legitimate desires, which were expressed in civil actions that were
spreading, particularly among the younger and better educated, the
colonial government tried to be as responsive to public views and
criticisms as possible. The adaptation of the secretary system so that
top-level officials would be seen as responding to public opinion and
looking after public interests, among other institutional changes, was
therefore put into effect.
The role secretaries were thus required to take on vis-à-vis the
general public was that of a political officer in the traditional sense in
a colonial context, not of a minister in a democratic system. A
sponsor of new social and development policies Governor MacLehose was conscious of the need to respond adroitly to public
opinion and to appear to take into account views of the lower social
strata, for the success of such policies needed the general public to
embrace them. He ‘changed the nature of the Legislative Council’
when he increased the number of its unofficial members and in 1976
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HM Queen Elizabeth II on tour with Secretary of Housing Ian Lightbody
during her first visit to Hong Kong (1975). Behind the Queen is Governor
MacLehose.

appointed individuals ‘from areas in society that had never been
considered before’.49 With individuals like Wong Lam, a highly
public-spirited citizen and former bus driver, serving as unofficial
members at the Legislative Council, it had the effect that they, in the
view of a former administrative officer, would ‘bring us down to earth
when discussions were straying too far into imagination’.50 The introduction of lower-middle-class nominees to the Legislative Council
might not have changed the fundamentals in the working of the
Legislative Council,51 but it started a process that required secretary
level officials to pay heed to the views of the community at large.
In the late 1970s MacLehose even briefly considered introducing a
‘member system’, but dropped it in favour of asking secretaries and,
where appropriate, other senior officials to discharge their role as
political officers more sensitively and effectively. The result was the
hybrid that took shape in Hong Kong at the beginning of the 1980s.
The increasing importance of the traditional political officer
element of the work of secretaries meant that most secretary positions ended up being filled by administrative officers. This was
because, with most administrative officers having served as political
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officers sometime in their careers – as district officers, city district
officers, or assistant secretaries in the Secretariat for Home (previously Chinese) Affairs – they had an advantage over their
colleagues from a professional or specialist background. Also, being
generalists rather than specialists, they were more comfortable taking
on the political role expected of secretaries than their colleagues from
a professional or specialist background. Furthermore, it has long
been part of the administrative officers’ ethos to take on whatever
new responsibility may be required of them in good spirit. They also
welcomed knowing that, while accountable for their personal
failings, their senior colleagues in the administration, mostly fellow
administrative officers, would never make a scapegoat of them
should a government policy fail or backfire.
Preparing for the end of empire
The need for secretaries to perform their political roles well became
more acute as the future of Hong Kong was settled and political
reforms introduced in the middle of the 1980s. The addition of
indirectly elected members to the Legislative Council came about in
1985.52 This had ‘become desirable and politically necessary’ to
ensure the British House of Commons would support ‘overwhelmingly the 1984 Sino–British agreement’ on the future of Hong
Kong.53 Indeed, this agreement ‘required the Hong Kong legislature
to be constituted by election by 1997 at the latest, which could not be
achieved without reform since all members of the then existing
[Legislative] Council were appointed, not elected’.54 Following the
reform of 1985, the new Legislative Council consisted of 57 members,
of whom 12 unofficial members were elected by an electoral college,
another 12 by functional constituencies, and 22 appointed by the
governor. There were also ten official members while the governor
presided.55 Even though the elective elements introduced were not
returned through direct elections on the basis of universal franchise,
they nevertheless behaved differently from ‘the great and the good’
that used to be appointed as unofficial members, who were deemed
‘docile and subservient to the British colonial authority’.56 This
changed the dynamics in the Legislative Council and the ‘once staid
assembly did get a lot livelier’.57
With indirectly elected unofficial members having a need to answer
to their constituencies they demanded greater accountability from
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their official colleagues in the Legislative Council. With both the
unofficial and official members working together, they also started to
hold the meetings of the finance committee and the public accounts
committee in public. As a result, secretaries who were also members
of the Legislative Council found they had almost completely lost the
‘protection of anonymity, as they are pushed into a limelight they
never sought and were not trained to cope with’ in their civil service
careers.58 Nevertheless, secretaries, particularly those who were
administrative officers, were determined to rise to this new challenge. By and large they felt that this was just another new demand
put on them and faced it confidently, for they believed they had in
any event always been accountable – in the sense that they had habitually borne in mind and acted in the best interest of the community.59
The changes unleashed by the reform of the Legislative Council in
1985 were, however, only the beginning. Further developments in
increasing the democratic elements in the old colonial system of
government progressively demanded the executive branch to be
answerable to them over government policy. For the rest of the 1980s
administrative officers continued to work on preparing for the progressive expansion of democratic self-government, which culminated
in the publication of a government consultation paper on the further
development in representative government in May 1987.60 However,
their efforts did not produce much result because the Chinese
government’s resistance to democratization in Hong Kong forced the
Hong Kong government to slow down for the rest of the decade.61
The next and more significant change happened in 1991, when the
number of elected members in the Legislative Council was raised to
39 (including 19 directly elected members) out of a council of 60. This
followed heightened public demand for a faster pace of democratization in response to the Tiananmen Square massacre of 1989.62 The
Legislative Council became a body that increasingly sought to hold
the government to account in public.
This development was given a further and major impetus after
former British cabinet minister Chris Patten became governor in
1992. Even though most of his reform package, outlined in his policy
address of October that year, was not implemented until 1995, he
ended dual membership of non-officials in the Executive and Legislative Councils, and introduced governor’s question time to the
Legislative Council without delay.63 They marked a basic change in
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Just retired Hong Kong Commissioner greeting Prime Minister Thatcher
at the Hong Kong Society dinner on 8 June 1989. Others in the picture are
Woodrow Wyatt (far left) and Henry Keswick (middle).

the relations between its executive and legislative branches. This was
that while the government should remain an executive led one, the
executive branch should be seen to be held accountable to the
legislative branch in public on a routine basis.64
What this career politician governor introduced was not designed
to impose political responsibility on top civil servants. It was meant
above all to enable the colonial government to find an elegant way
out of the political predicament inherent in Hong Kong’s transition
from a British crown colony to a Chinese Special Administrative
Region. By then the people of Hong Kong clearly wanted a faster
pace of democratization, but any such development was fundamentally constrained by the policy of the Chinese government to
contain democratization as codified in the basic law for the post-1997
Hong Kong SAR. With his hands thus tied, Patten had to introduce
some changes quickly, as distinct from his main reform package,
which was open to discussions with the Chinese.
In Patten’s conception, the separation of membership between the
Executive and Legislative Councils was meant to give him justifiable
grounds to claim that he had made a significant step forward in
democratization, and to remove the public expectation that leading
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Democratic Party legislative councillors be appointed to the Executive Council.65 He thus promptly introduced a change that would
enable him to assert that he had turned the Executive Council into
something akin to the US cabinet and made it accountable to the
legislature.66 The introduction of the governor’s question time,
modelled after the prime minister’s question time in the House of
Commons, was intended to showcase a flagship democratic institution of the British parliamentary system. With both in place Patten
could justifiably claim to have advanced democracy in colonial Hong
Kong. Although Patten handled governor’s question time himself,
the general atmosphere in the Legislative Council changed. For the
remaining five years of British rule, legislative councillors demanded
and expected secretaries to be held publicly accountable in the
legislative chamber. Furthermore, as the administration could no
longer take it for granted that bills endorsed by the Executive
Council would normally be passed in the Legislative Council, policy
secretaries ‘had to lobby Legco members to get’ government policies
under their bailiwick approved.67 While there had previously been
occasions when the colonial administration had to lobby a sceptical
Legislative Council to pass a bill about which it was doubtful,
lobbying had by the 1990s became almost a regular practice.
This development reached a high point after the implementation
in 1995 of Patten’s 1992 package for reforming the Legislative
Council, which finally eliminated all appointed members. Although
the council no longer had official or ex-officio members, secretaries
were invited to appear in council to introduce, explain and defend
government policies. When they thus appeared they were questioned and deliberately embarrassed in ways that were unthinkable
a decade earlier.68 The proceedings of a council meeting on a
randomly selected day in the middle of 1996 when there was no
major political controversy raging produced, for example, the
following exchange, as the secretary for security Carrie Yau tried to
answer a question from Councillor Howard Young, on the visa
requirements for Chinese citizens visiting Hong Kong.
SECRETARY FOR SECURITY (in Cantonese): Mr President, with
effect from 1 August 1993, PRC nationals transiting through
Hong Kong to or from overseas countries are allowed a visafree stay of up to seven days as visitors provided that they
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have valid passports, confirmed airline bookings and valid
visas for their overseas destinations. The purpose of this
arrangement is to facilitate their overseas travel by connecting
flights in Hong Kong or stopping over here before returning to
China. This transit facility is however not allowed for journeys
from China to Macau since PRC nationals in China can go to
Macau direct. …
At present, we have no plan to relax the visa-free arrangement
to allow PRC nationals to transit through Hong Kong to
Macau. Such a relaxation will invite abuses to bypass the existing schemes controlling PRC nationals visiting Hong Kong.69
(in Cantonese): Mr President, the first paragraph
of the Secretary’s main reply is in fact logically refutable
because if we say they can go to Macau from China directly,
they can also go to Thailand or any other places in the world
from China directly, and do not have to go through the Hong
Kong Airport. Therefore, there is a logical contradiction in this
concept. Nevertheless, my question is on the point in the last
paragraph of the main reply where the Secretary said that in so
doing, the system would be abused. However, if they only go
to Macau for one or two days during that period and then
come back to Hong Kong and they can produce proof that they
will go back to China, I wonder what security significance is
there that the authorities have to refuse their entry to Hong
Kong or put them under close scrutiny. Mr President, my
question is on security significance.70

MR JAMES TO

With the political system changed into one in which the political
future of members of the Legislative Council may be affected by their
apparent success or failure to hold the administration or its top
officials to account, the balance of responsibilities for secretary level
officials shifted.
Despite these changes one thing remained fundamentally the same.
Secretaries and top administrative officers continued as politically
neutral civil servants though they now had to be publicly answerable
to directly or indirectly elected legislative councillors. The increased
demand on them to perform their political duties did not in fact
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make them politically responsible in the sense that ministers are in a
parliamentary system. The increasing requirement to discharge their
political duties effectively might have meant administrative ability
alone would no longer suffice for able administrative officers to
discharge their responsibilities at the top. However, the political
element of their duties remained fundamentally that of a political
officer role in the colonial context.
The political neutrality of the civil service and its senior administrative officers was maintained partly because of bureaucratic
inertia and entrenched practices. But it was above all because it was
essential to ensure a smooth transition of Hong Kong from a crown
colony to a Chinese SAR. It was intended to enable the civil service as
a whole to continue to serve Hong Kong to its best ability regardless
of the impending change of sovereignty.
To enable a seamless transfer of power to happen in 1997, the
colonial government swiftly moved to reassure the civil service and
prepare it for the eventual handover of sovereignty, after Britain
reached an agreement with the Chinese over the future of Hong
Kong in 1984. Since the Sino–British agreement in fact committed
Hong Kong to accept fundamental changes in 13 years’ time, a basic
consideration for the colonial administration was to ensure stability,
order, prosperity and predictability in the transitional period. For the
British government there was an ‘over-riding fear … that the
[colonial] administration might collapse before 1997’, which made it
very keen to keep the expatriate officers on board while it prepared
for localization.71 Indeed, as ‘in other British colonies in the days
before independence’, the civil service was deemed ‘the bulwark of
stability in uncertain times, the repository of fairness, justice, and the
continued observance of long-established rules.’72 The colonial
government therefore promptly set out to assure members of the civil
service that their future would be secure. On the day after the Sino–
British agreement was initialled, chief secretary and head of the civil
service Philip Haddon-Cave wrote to all members of the civil service
in the following terms: ‘Appointments and promotions will be based
on qualifications, experience and ability as at present. Matters such as
recruitment, discipline, training and management of the public
service will continue to be dealt with in accordance with existing
principles and practices. The present practice of restricting certain
posts to British nationals will be discontinued.’73 Apart from
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reassuring the civil servants and maintaining their morale, the
government decided to accelerate the process of localization so that
the civil service would be in a form suitable to continue to serve
Hong Kong after the transfer of sovereignty in 1997.74
The government’s overt commitment notwithstanding, localization
of the administrative officers continued to proceed at a deliberate
pace at first, even though the government ended the recruitment of
expatriate administrative officers after the Sino–British agreement
was signed in December 1984.75 The longstanding commitment to a
meritocracy meant that while more and more top posts were
increasingly made available to local officers they were still promoted
on the same basis as before without accelerated promotion. Two
years after the agreement was reached, of 197 directorate level
administrative officers (or those of Staff Grade C and above), fewer
than half or merely 93 were local officers.76 At the very top, only
three of the 14 secretaries and four of the 11 Staff Grade A officers
were local. In the light of the age profile of the senior administrative
officers in the mid-1980s, when the handover was scheduled to take
place in 1997, top positions in the government, which had to held by
local officers, would be filled mainly by the approximately 40 local
administrative officers holding the rank of Staff Grades B and C in
the mid-1980s.77 This meant in general terms that more than half of
them could expect to rise to the top. It provided a powerful incentive
to the senior local administrative officers to stay and do their best.
As the colonial administration started to plan and prepare for the
eventual transfer of sovereignty it needed to think not only about
having suitably qualified and experienced local officers to take the
helm in due course, but to consider the welfare and future of
expatriate officers whose promotion to the top would be blocked in
the run up to 1997. It was a delicate balance because maintaining the
effectiveness and efficiency of the government required sustaining
the morale and team spirit of all administrative officers, be they
expatriate or local. When a policy for localization in the light of the
handover was being worked out in the latter half of the 1980s,
expatriate administrative officers still dominated the top echelon of
the administration. The balance they struck was to provide scope for
accelerated promotion for the most able local officers closer to the
handover date and to provide a generous package to compensate
those expatriate officers whose career prospects suffered as a result.78
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In addition, they also introduced changes to ensure that the
provision of a pension to retired local and expatriate officers would
be protected despite a change of sovereignty in 1997.
The decision to promote local officers in preference to expatriate
officers started in 1987 and, as a result, ten senior expatriate civil
servants lost their jobs to local officers in the first three years of this
arrangement, with the expatriate officers concerned being paid HK$
10 million in compensation.79 Also in 1987, for the first time the
number of local officers exceeded that of expatriates at the directorate
level, with the percentage shifting in favour of local officers at a
faster rate in the early 1990s.
Localization entered its final stage in 1993 as Governor Patten
appointed Anson Chan the first local and female chief secretary, and
Donald Tsang the first local financial secretary. From this point on, in
the retrospective assessment of Patten, they ‘led a mainly Chinese
civil service, which withstood the political buffetings of the following
years with character and confidence.’80 Although Patten was right to
pay tribute to the local administrative officers and other members of
the civil service as they loyally served Hong Kong and the British
crown right until the handover, this should not be taken to mean that
racial prejudice had completely disappeared from the colonial
establishment. Leo Goodstadt, who served as the head of the
government think tank, the Central Policy Unit, in this period recalls
that after Chan’s appointment as chief secretary ‘it was suggested
that her access to official documents should be limited on the
grounds that she did not have formal Positive Vetting clearance.’81
This was despite one of her recent predecessors, Philip HaddonCave, having refused to be positively vetted yet nonetheless been
‘given unrestricted access to official files’.82
In the final years of British rule, top Hong Kong officials, by now
dominated by locally recruited administrative officers adhered to the
ethos of the service to provide an administrative framework to
ensure stability and good order so that the private sector could continue to generate prosperity. With the support of British diplomats
and the confidence given to them by Governor Patten, they resolved
numerous issues with their Chinese colleagues that could have
hindered a smooth transfer of sovereignty. Compared with the
period when Sir David Wilson was governor (1987–92), when an
annual average of almost 40 working agreements were reached
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between Hong Kong and the Chinese authorities, nearly 100 was
reached every year under Patten until the last.83 Goodstadt attributed
this success to the fact that the local ‘Hong Kong officials faced no
language or cultural barriers in addressing either the community or
their Chinese counterparts, which made it increasingly difficult to
challenge their right to argue Hong Kong’s case,’ and because they
proceeded on the basis of ‘clear policies that reflected the community’s own preference and priorities’.84
As a result, when the end finally came the Hong Kong government
and its administrative officers were as well prepared as they could
have been for the transfer of sovereignty. Admittedly, they did not
pass on a form of government most suited to the people of Hong
Kong at the end of the twentieth century. However, they did
bequeath a well structured and administered civil service headed by
a professional cadre of administrators committed to performing their
duties to the best of their ability as politically neutral civil servants in
order to further the interests of Hong Kong. It should be recognized
that the colonial government had no master plan for the transfer of
power, though more planning was put into preparing for it than for
almost any other policy in a century and a half of colonial rule.
Despite having put extra resources into preparing for the transfer of
sovereignty, the colonial government handled the matter largely as it
had always done, namely to adapt to changing situations and
perceived needs and do what its top administrators saw as essential
and appropriate. It worked because the long-established structure
and procedures in the administration ensured that senior officials
were given the scope to discharge their responsibility as best they
could. For better or for worse, administrative officers formed the core
of the colonial administration and should take the lion’s share of the
responsibility for its success or failure.
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